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INT. ELDRIDGE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - AFTERNOON

UNKNOWN MALE VOICE (O.C)

Come ’ere you little bitch!

William (11), a scrawny boy, is held against a locker by

bully DALLAS (13) who is twice his size.

A terrified William gets free and runs down the hallway

with Dallas at his heels; helplessly watching is William’s

friend PETER (11) a chubby boy with glasses.

PETER

(nervously)

Why do you always pick on him?

DALLAS

(turning around, panting)

I’d pick on you too fat boy but

you’re too easy to catch!

(pointing at Peter’s crotch)

And you always piss yourself!

William has reached the end of the hall and books it around

the corner.

DALLAS

(turning back to William)

Hey! Come back ’ere

INT. ELDRIDGE ELEMENTARY/AROUND THE CORNER - CONTINUOUS

Around the corner, William slings his backpack off his

shoulders and winds it up.

Dallas turns the corner-- WHAM! He gets it right in the face

with the backpack, it splits open spilling it’s contents.

William’s eyes follow one of the books sliding across the

floor. He picks it up and sprints out of the school exit.

EXT. ELDRIDGE ELEMENTARY/PARK ENTRANCE - A FEW MINUTES LATER

William still running is clutching the book to his chest;

the school can be seen off in the distance behind him and a

lone figure running towards him.

WILLIAM

(Panting)

Dallas...



2.

William ducks into the park entrance and runs through to the

other side.

EXT. THE OTHER SIDE OF THE PARK - CONTINUOUS

A busy road lies in front of this park exit, William slows

his run down to a walking pace.

He looks behind him to make sure Dallas hasn’t caught up; he

crosses through traffic and goes into an antique bookstore.

INT. ASHFORD’S ANTIQUE BOOKS BOUTIQUE - CONTINUOUS

William enters the store and sees MR.ASHFORD (61) sitting

with his back turned to him, reading a newspaper and a glass

of milk sitting next to him.

WILLIAM

(wiping away his sweat)

Hey Mr. Ashford! I brought your

book back.

MR. ASHFORD

(turning the page on his

newspaper)

Hell-oo William. Skipping school

again are we?

WILLIAM

(looking out the window)

Oh no! School ended early today and

I was wondering if I could borrow

another book? Maybe hang out here

for a bit? Reading it?

MR. ASHFORD

(turning around)

Now William I’m glad you liked the

book but I’ve told you, this isn’t

a li--

He pauses mid-sentence when he sees William’s roughed up

clothes and bruises on him; his backpack was missing too.

MR. ASHFORD

-- Oh Well. I guess you could hang

out here for a bit and read. In

fact I think I’ve got the perfect

book for you!

(puts on his glasses, scanning

the room for something)

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

MR. ASHFORD (cont’d)
...I used to read it as a kid, try

to solve it’s secrets. I recently

just added it back into my

collection... where is it...Ah!

Mr. Ashford reaches into a desk drawer in front of him and

pulls out an old book and lays it in front of William, it

reads: SAM WILKINSON’S DIARY AND MEMOIRS

WILLIAM

(awe-struck)

’The Samuel Wilkinson’? As in the

town founder?

MR. ASHFORD

(smiling)

Good boy, you’ve been paying

attention in History Class. Yes, I

do mean ’The Samuel Wilkinson’ as

in the town founder...Did you know,

legend has it that Sam Wilkinson

was a pirate before he settled down

these parts with his men and their

wenches starting a port settlement?

(William’s eyes widen up at

the revelation)

Legend also has it that ol’ Sam

Wilkinson accumalated so much

wealth that he hid his treasure and

left a map for future adventurers

to find in a book. This book! His

Diary.

(pointing to the book in front

of him)

With that Mr. Ashford opens up the book to a page with the

treasure map clearly drawn out; closing in we see exquisite

details mapping out the groves, brooks, hills, etc.

EXT. ANTIQUES SHOP/BUS STOP - LATER THAT AFTERNOON

Pull back to REVEAL William now sitting at the bus stop

poring over the book.

He turns the page and there were pictures of treasure

chests, skulls and bones and more of the same map, except

WILLIAM

(mumbling to himself)

I know where this is...

(CONTINUED)
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As he’s having a realization a bus pulls up in front of

William. The doors open up to reveal Peter standing there

holding William’s backpack. The boys both speak up at once:

PETER

(holding up William’s

backpack, now with scotch tape

holding it together)

I’ve got your backpack.

WILLIAM

I know where to go!

PETER

(confused)

What? Where were-

Before he finishes William jumps onto the bus and the bus

doors close.

INT. THE BUS - LATER - ALMOST DUSK

The boys are sitting in the back, alone, except for an old

woman behind them. William is busy showing Peter something.

WILLIAM

(pointing to a page in the

book)

There! You know where that is?

PETER

Yeah, I think so, isn’t that the

old nature reserve?

WILLIAM

That’s what I thought!

PETER

That’s where you think the treasure

is?

(having a sudden realization)

Oh no... that’s where we’re going

right now isn’t it?

WILLIAM

Yes! I figure if we get a head

start we can be back before dinner.

PETER

We better. We already got Dallas

mad at us, last thing I want is our

parents on our case too...

(CONTINUED)
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WILLIAM

I know, I know. Look we’ll get

there in a couple of stops and

we’ll mark our way, if it’s too far

we’ll come back!

The old woman sitting behind them leans forward sticking her

head between the two boys.

THE OLD WOMAN

(concernedly)

Now it’s fine that you boys are out

playing out in the park, instead of

indoors with your video games but I

just heard on the news that boys

about your age were disappearing

’round these parts...

(the boys exchange a look)

So you just keep that in mind when

you’re out there. Be Careful, mind

you!

WILLIAM AND PETER

Yes Ma’am.

EXT. OUTSIDE NOVA NATURE RESERVE PARK - DUSK

The boys get off the bus and head towards the park entrance

as the bus peels away. The old woman stares at them through

the back window.

PETER

There’s about eight different

entrances through this place.

WILLIAM

It’s gotta be that one

(pointing to the oldest

looking trail)

It was built first, before all the

other ones, if there’s treasure

hidden here, it’d be in the oldest

parts of the park.

PETER

Good point. Let’s go.

The boys trek along the overgrown path, the trail barely

visible underneath all the foliage, they disappear into the

woods.

SMASH CUT TO:
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INT. NOVA NATURE RESERVE PARK - EVENING

Peter is alone, looking around, confused, the SOUNDS of the

woods echoes all around him.

PETER

(scared)

William?

Peter hears RUFFLING in the trees in front of him, he backs

away.

PETER

(hyper-ventilating)

Wil-liam, wh-ere are you?

A BLACK SHAPE emerges from the trees, Peter SCREAMS.

WILLIAM

(walking out of the shadows)

Whaaat? I was just taking a piss,

what are you screaming at?

PETER

(sheepishly)

Oh, you, I thought, you were a

bear...

WILLIAM

(rolling his eyes)

What? This place is a bird

sanctuary mostly, no bears here,

maybe some coyotes though...

(Peter’s face turns white)

But hey look what I found!

William leads them back to behind the bushes where he was;

back there they see a lone trail with an arrow marked on a

tree, they go up close to get a better look at it.

PETER

(brushing away the moss)

An arrow on the tree? That’s in the

book isn’t it?

William runs off ahead into the new found trail.

WILLIAM

(turning back)

Yeah, which means, we’re going the

right way, we’re almost there!

Let’s go!

(CONTINUED)
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He opens up the book in his hand to the page with the ’Arrow

on the Tree’, right next to it is the ’X’ on the map, inside

a cabin... He studies it closely.

CUT TO:

EXT. CABIN IN THE WOODS - LATER - NIGHTFALL

Pull the map away to REVEAL the boys are at the CABIN IN THE

WOODS now. It’s an old weathered down beaten looking shack.

PETER

This is it isn’t it?

WILLIAM

Yup. According to the diary this

was Sam Wilkinson’s Cabin that he

used for hunting.

PETER

I thought you said there were no

animals in these woods!

WILLIAM

Maybe I lied a little? Let’s go

inside and check it out!

PETER

(annoyed)

Goddammit William...

The boys go inside the old the cabin, they don’t notice but

someone is watching them from behind the trees...

INT. CABIN IN THE WOODS - CONTINUOUS

The place is pretty empty and covered in dust, although

footprints suggest that someone else was here recently. The

boys don’t notice, they are too busy searching for their

treasure. Peter wanders off into the back to look there.

PETER

(from the back room)

There’s a room back here, with

loose floorboards I’m gonna look in

there.

WILLIAM

Okay sounds good, I’ll start

checking for any hollow spot out

here-

(CONTINUED)
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SLAM! The door shuts behind them. Peter comes out the other

room and William turns around, to find Mr. Ashford standing

there behind them. A curious expression on his face...

WILLIAM

Mr. Ashford? What are you doing

here?

Mr. Ashford quietly looks from William to Peter, his face

looks different. Peter gulps, William looks confused; Mr.

Ashford closes his eyes before smiling, returning back to

his cheery self.

MR. ASHFORD

Well boys, I guess I forgot to

mention something to William

here...

(pause)

(the boys exchange a glance)

That I did infact find the treasure

when I was a kid! I came here to

leave you boys something to find

but I guess you beat me to it here!

The boys start grinning at each other in half-surprise. Mr.

Ashford looks pleased with himself.

MR. ASHFORD

I was sure that with my car I’d

beat you kids to the cabin, but I

guess my old legs just don’t carry

me like they used to. Why don’t you

kids come out to my car, I’ve got

the ’treasure’ inside and I can

give you kids a lift back home,

it’s getting late.

WILLIAM AND PETER

Sounds good!

INT. WILLIAM’S HOUSE - LATER THAT WEEK

A photo of WIlliam sits on the mantle, smiling. Sounds of

CRYING erupt from the background.

Moving away from the photograph REVEALS William’s parents

watching the television, crying.

There is the same picture of their son plastered on the TV

along with a picture of Peter. Close in on the TV we see:

(CONTINUED)
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TELEVISION REPORTER

--went missing early last week.

This is the thirteenth child that

has gone missing from the same

neighborhood. No bodies have been

found. We are now going live to a

witness who last talked to the

boys.

The TV screen changes picture to the same OLD WOMAN who was

on the bus with the boys; she is talking with a reporter.

THE OLD WOMAN

I told them too! That there were

other children gone missing, they

even swore they’d be careful...

Shame really, they were nice kids.

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. ASHFORD’S ANTIQUE BOOKS BOUTIQUE - CONTINUOUS

Pulling back from the Television REVEALS Mr. Ashford in his

store, watching the same news story, pouring himself a cup

of milk. He walks to the fridge; his eyes still glued to the

TV screen, to put back the milk carton.

Upon closer inspection we see William and Peter on the back

of the milk carton, we pull away from their faces to REVEAL

the fridge is filled with EMPTY MILK CARTONS all with

pictures of the missing children from the neighborhood.


